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Motivation to participate in interactive activities like debates, group discussion on
and out of the syllabi contents and participation in various cultural, extra-curricular
and research

competitions

in and out of the

college.

To provide need based facility in departments and library to advanced leaners.

Personal Counseling as and when the students turn up for the guidance
Arrangement of Guest lectures.
Students enrolled into SWAYAM Courses

Students are engaged in ICT enabled teaching learning and LMS with considerable
responses.
They are made the supporters to the average and the slow learners.
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DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND HUMANITIES
CATEGORIZATION OF NEW BUDDING ENGINEERS

Development of Literacy Skills
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DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE & HUMANITIES
DEVELOPMENT OF LITERACY AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS
SYLLABUS
Listen to simple conversations in everyday contexts and respond
Practice production of stress, intonation and problem sounds
.Listen to lectures, presentations and other suitable listening materials from electronic
media, and take notes

Listen to telephone calls and respond; keep notes while listening
Use conversation starters: introducing oneself; introducing others; small talk: family,
friends, hobbies, profession, studies etc
Pronunciation practice: Stress and syllables: word stress; contracted forms; utterance
stress; uses of a dictionary for pronunciation practice

Congratulate people on their success, Apologize
Skimming through reading texts and determine two or more main ideas or themes
Scanning

through reading texts to understand and explain how key details support the

main ideas or themes
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DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE & HUMANITIES
BASIC MATHEMATICAL SKILLS AND APTITUDE
SYLLABUS
Differentiation - Product rule, Quotient rule, algebraic function, exponential function.

logarithmic function, trigonometric function,
Integration

inverse function.

-single integral -algebraic function. exponential function, logarithmic

function, trigonometric function, inverse function.
Double Integration
Permutation and combination
Problems on Trains
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DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE & HUMANITIES
BASIC COMPUTER SKILLS & BASIC PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES CLASS
(FOR BIOLOGY STUDENTS)
SYLLABUS
CHAPTER-1. Knowing computer: What is Computer. Basic Applications of Computer
Components of Computer Systenm, Central Processing Unit (CPU). VDU, Keyboard and
Mouse. Other input/output Devices, Computer Memory, Concepts of Hardware and
Software: Concept of Computing, Data and Information; Applications of IECT: Connecting
keyboard, mouse, monitor and printer to CPU and checking power supply.
CHAPTER-2. Word Processing Basics; Opening and Closing of documents: Text creation
and Manipulation; Formatting of text; Table handling; Spell check, language setting and
thesaurus; Printing of word document.
CHAPTER-3. Making Small Presentation: Basics of presentation software; Creating
Presentation; Preparation and Presentation of Slides; Slide Show; Taking printouts of
presentation / handouts.
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DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
ACADEMIC YEAR 2019-2020
TWO MARKS QUESTIONS WITH ANSWERS

Year/Sem: IV /VII

Subject Code / Name: IT6801/ Service Oriented Architecture
UNITI
XML document structure
Files.

INTRODUCTION TO XML

Well-formed and valid documents Namespaces

-

-

DTD - XML Schema - X-

UNIT-I/PART-A
What is XML?

(May 2017 & Nov 2017)
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) is a way to markup a docunent for content. It is a standard
for data interchange that is being used for B2B transactions. XML is designed for use with datacentric documents.
2.

What is XML Document Prolog?
The prolog is an optional

(Nov 2017)

component of the XML document. If included, the

prolog must be
appearing before the root element. A prolog consists of two parts: the XML declaration and the
Document Type Declaration (DTD).
3.

List some of the advantages of XML.
Simplicity - XML files are human readable

Openness Widespread industry support
Extensibility There is no fixed set of tags. New tags can be created as they are needed.
Major relational databases have the capability to read and generate XML data
Large family of XML support technologies is available.
4.

What are the features of XML?

XML is a markup language much like HTML
XML was designed to describe data. XML is a
XML tags

5.

are not

predefined.

W3C Recommendation.

You must define your

own

tags

XML uses a Document Type Definition (DTD) or an XML Schema to describe the data
XML with a DTD or XML Schema is designed to be self-descriptive.

Write the three revolutions of XML.

Data revolution, Architectural revolution and Software revolution.
6.

What do you mean by XML document?

eXtensible

Markup Language (XML) is a markup language that detines a set
documents in a format which is both human-readable and machine-readable.

of rules for encoding

These include vector graphics, e-commerce transactions, mathematical equations, object meta-

data, server APls, and a thousand other kinds of structured information.
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7.

8.

0

9.

10.

0

II.

12.

What is an XML element?
XML elements identify the type of information that is placed within a specific section of the XML
document. An XML element is everything from the element's start tag to the element's end tag. An
element can contain: other elements, text, attributes or a mix of all of the above.
Give the rules for well-formed documents in XML. (Nov 2016)
✓ All XML Elements must have a closing Tag and XML Tags are Case Sensitive.
✓ XML Elements must be Properly Nested.
✓ XML documents have a Root Element and XML Attribute Values are quoted. 5
pre-defined entity references in XML
✓ White-space is preserved in XML and XML Stores New Line as LF.
Define XML attributes.
XML elements can have attributes in the start tag, just like HTML. Attributes are used to
provide additional information about elements.
<img src="computer.gif' > <a href="demo.asp">
In the example below, the file type is irrelevant to the data, but can be important to the
software that wants to manipulate the element.
<file type=" gif'>computer.gi f</file>
List out the characteristics of XML attributes.
✓ Attributes cannot contain multiple values (child elements can)
✓ Attributes are not easily expandable (for future changes)
✓ Attributes cannot describe structures (child elements can)
✓ Attributes are more difficult to manipulate by program code
✓ Attribute values are not easy to test against a Document Type Definition (OTO) - which is
used to define the legal elements of an XML document.
✓ Attributes are used to store metadata but sub-elements are used to store actual data.
Write an example for XML syntax.
XML documents use a self-describing and simple syntax.
<?xml version=" 1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<World>
<Continent Name="Africa"> </Continent>
<Continent Name="North America" />
</World>
Define the term DTD.
A Document Type Definition (OTO) defines the legal building blocks of an XML document. It
defines the document structure with a list of legal elements and attributes. A OTO can be declared
inside an XML document or in an external tile.
There are two ways associating a OTO with a XML document, they are
✓ Internal OTO-OTO can be declared inline in your XML
✓ External OTO-an XML document refers to external DTD.
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13.

What is the difference between document type declaration (DOCTYPE) and DTD?
A document type declaration and a DTD serve very different, although related purpose. The
DOCTYPE is used to identify and name the XML content whereas the DTD is used to validate the
metadata contained within.

14.

Why do you use a DTD?
✓

0

~.or , \\'W\~,n

With a DTD, independent groups of people can agree on a standard DTD for interchanging
data.
✓ Your application can use a standard DTD to verify that data that you receive from the
outside world is valid. You can use a DTD to verify your own data.
15.
How to declare DTD attributes?
<!A TTLIST element-name attribute-name attribute-type default-value>
DTD example: <!A TTLIST payment type CDA TA "cheque">
XML example: <payment type="cheque" />
16.
Define Well-formed documents.
Valid XML Documents A "Valid" XML document is a "Well Formed" XML document, which
conforms to the rules of a DTD:
<?xml version=" 1.0" encoding="UTF=8"?>
<!DOCTYPE note SYSTEM "Note.dtd">
<note>
<to>Tove</to>
<from>Jani </from>
<heading>Remainder</heading>
<body>Don't Forget me this weekend! </body>
</note>
Compare XML and HTML.
17.
XML
HTML
XML was designed to describe data, with HTML was designed to display data, with focus
on how data looks.
focus on what data is.
HTML is about displaying information.
XML is about carrying information.
Pre-defined tags.
User defined tags
Define XML schema?
18.
An XML schema provides more detail about the kind of data that can appear as part of an XML
document. XML Schema documents are used to define and validate the content and structure of
XML data. An XML Schema describes the structure of an XML document, just like a OTO. An
XML document validated against an XML Schema is both "Well Formed" and "Valid". The
purpose of an XML Schema is to define the legal building blocks of an XML document, just like a
OTO.
19.
Write an example of an XML schema.
<bookstore xmlns:xsp="http://www. w3 .org/200 l/XM LSchema-instance"
xs :schemaLocation="htt ://www.book.or book.xsd">
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What is meant by a XML namespace? (Nov 2016)

XML namespaces are used for providing uniquely named elements and attributes in an XML
document. They are defined in a W3C recommendation. An XML instance may contain element or
attribute names from more than one XML vocabulary.
2 I.

Why do we need XML namespace?

There are two fundamental needs for namespace
✓ To disambiguate between two elements that happen to share same name
✓ To group elements relating to a common idea together.
22.

0

Distinguish between expanded namespace and qualified namespace.
Expanded Namespace
Qualified namespace

An expanded name is a pair consisting of a
namespace name and a local name.
For a name N in a namespace identified by a
URI/, the namespace name is/. For a name N
that is not in a namespace, the namespace
name has no value.
23.

A qualified name is a name subject to namespace
interpretation.
Documents conforming to this specification,
element and attribute names appear as qualified
names. Syntactically, they are either prefixed
names or unprefixed names.

List some examples of XML editors

XML notepad, XML cooktop, XML pro, XML spy and Liquid XML studio.
24.

What is the difference between HTML link and Xlink?

HTML link
HTML link involves only two resources. (source
and destination)
The resource which is initiating the link.
The resource to which the link it pointing to.
HTML hyperlinks are always one way.
HTML links are embedded in HTML document.
In HTML only few restricted element can be
linking elements. For e.g.: <A>-anchor tag (or)
<map> with <img> and <area> elements

0

25.

26.

XML link
XML link provides functionality for defining
links which involves multiple resources.

XML link are multi-directional
Xlinks are embedded in XML document.
Any XML element can be a linking element.

Define xFiles.

xFiles is a collection of classes for hand-coders. It was built to provide a simple, yet exceptionally
high-performance method to convert xml files or strings to Clarion data structures, and vice-versa.
xFiles explains about XPath, XLink, and XPointer.
List the industries where XML are used.
For exchanging data between organization in internet there are thousand there are thousand of
XML formats exist, for many different industries, to describe day-to-day data transactions. For e. g.,
Stock and shares, Financial transactions, medical data, mathematical data, scientific measurements,
news information and weather services.
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What is XPATH?
XPath is used to navigate through elements and attributes in XML documents. eXensible Style
sheet Language Transformations (XSLT) uses XPath to find information in an XML document.
What are the benefits of an XML editor than text editor?
An XML editor will help to prevent you from making error, while typing XML file
XML editor are similar to HTML editors in that they provide syntax highlighting which helps with
readability when you're coding.
They'll automatically insert a closing tag once you' re added a opening tag
A good XML editor should also provide validation-a way for you to validate that the documents
you create are well formed.
What do you mean by XLink?
In HTML, that the element defines a hyperlink. This is not how it works with XML.
In XML documents, you can use whatever element names want - it is impossible for browsers to
predict what hyperlink elements will be called in XML documents. The solution for creating links
in XML documents was to put a marker on elements that should act as hyperlinks.
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UNIT II
BUILDING XML- BASED APPLICATIONS: Parsing XML - using DOM, SAX - XML Transformation and
XSL - X5L Formatting - Modeling Databases in XML.

UNIT-II/ PART-A
I.

2.

0

Write down the parts ofXSL.
eXensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) consists of three parts:
✓ XSL T - a language for transforming XML documents
✓ XPath - a language for navigating in XML documents
✓ XSL-FO - a language for formatting XML documents.
Write a simple styleshcet using XSL. (Nov 2016)
<?XML version=" 1.0"?>
<xsl:stylesheet XMLns:xsl= "URI" version= "1 .0">
<!--XSL-TCONVERSJON RULES-->

3.

4.

5.

0
6.

</xsl :stylesheet>
The <xsl:stylesheet> element defines how the XSLT processor should process the current XSL document.
The XMLns attribute is the namespace definition.
What are the XML transformation technologies?
An XML transformation language is a programming language designed to transform an input XML
document into an output document which satisfies some specific goal. There are two cases of
transformation: XML to XML: the output document is an XML document and XML to Data: the output
document is a byte stream.
Define XQuery.
XQuery is the language for querying XML data. XQuery for XML is like SQL for databases. It is built on
XPath expressions. It is supported by all the major database engines (IBM, Oracle, Microsoft, etc.) and is a
W3C Recommendation.
List some of transformation technologies.
XML is supported by several technologies that allow XML to be manipulated and modified in various ways.
Transformation technology is used to transform the XML document in one form to another form.
Transformation technologies: i) XSLT ii) XLINK iii) XPATH iv) XQUERY.
What is XSLT?
✓ XSL Transformations is the most important part ofXSL
✓ XSLT transforms an XML document into another XML document or another format like HTML,
PDF and Wireless Markup Language (WML).
✓ XSLT uses XPath to navigate in XML documents.
✓

7.

XSL Tis a W3C Recommendation.

Compare CSS and XSL.
XML Style sheet Language
Cascading Style Sheet
XSL cannot be used in HTML.
CSS can be used in HTML to design web sites.
CSS is a transformation language
CSS is not a transformation language
XSL is having the formatting object tree setup XSL is having the formatting object tree setup
differentl y from the source tree
differently from the source tree.
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CSS provides the inheritance of the formatting XSL can't provide the inheritance of the source tree
using the formatting properties
obj ect that is related to the source tree
List some browsers that support XML and XSL.
Mozilla Firefox As of version 1.0.2, Firefox has support for XML and XSLT (and CSS).
Mozilla: Mozilla includes Expat for XML parsing and has support to display XML+ CSS. Mozilla also has
some suppo1t for Names paces. Mozilla is available with an XSLT implementation.
Netscape: As of version 8, Netscape uses the Mozilla engine, and therefore it has the same XML / XSLT
support as Mozilla.
Opera: As of version 9, Opera has support for XML and XSLT (and CSS). Version 8 supports only XML+
CSS.
Internet Explorer: As of version 6, Internet Explorer suppo1ts XML, Namespaces, CSS, XSLT, and XPath.
Version 5 is NOT compatible with the official W3C XSL Recommendation.
What is meant by XSL formatting? (May 2017)
✓ The XSL technology is composed of XSL Formatting Objects (XSL-FO).
✓ XSL-FO was designed to assist with the printing and displaying of XML data.
✓ The main emphasis is on the document layout and structure.
✓ XSL-FO is a sophisticated version of Cascading Style Sheets (CSS).
✓ XSL-FO documents are well-formed XML documents.
✓ An XSL-FO formatting engine processes XSL-FO documents.
What is DOM? List the DOM interfaces. (Nov 2017)
Document Object Model (DOM) is W3c supported standard Application Programming Interface (API) that
provides a platform and language- neutral interface to allow developers to programmatically access and
modify the content and structure documents.
DOM is a cross-platform and language-independent interface for representing and interacting with objects in
HTML, XHTML and XML documents. The nodes of every document are organized in a tree structure,
called the DOM tree.
DOM interfaces are Attr, Document, DocumentType, Node, Text.

11.

12.

13.

Mention the levels of DOM.
DOM provides a platform and language- neutral interface to allow developers to programmatically
access and modify the content and structure documents. It has Level 0, Level I, Level 2 and Level 3.
What are the advantages of DOM parsers?
✓ It load XML file into main memory, and construct tree structure.
✓ It allows insertion and modification of XML document through programming.
✓ It is best suited for XML document with small size.
List some of the DOM parsers.
A number of DOM parser is available in Java. The most popular are
✓

JDOM
✓ Xerces developed as a part of apache XML project
✓ Java A Pis for XML Processing (JAXP) - developed by Sun Microsystems.
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Draw the structure of DOM.
Document

Root element:
<html>
Element:
<body>

Element:
<head>
Element:
<title>

0

Attribute :
"hr·ef"

Text:
" fl.•1 y title .,.

15.

Text:
"My link »

Element:
<hl>
Text:
"My header N

Mention the drawbacks of DOM Parser.
✓

✓

16.

Element:
<a>

One of the big issues is that DOM can be memory intensive. When an XML document is loaded, the
entire document is read in at once. A large document will require a large amount of memory to
represent it.
DOM is not practical for small devices such as PDAs and cellular phones.

List out the features of SAX.

✓ SAX is simple and event-driven
✓ SAX supports processing pipeline

17.

0

✓ SAX requires programmers to maintain state.
What do you mean by SAX?
Simple API for XML (SAX) is an Application Programming Interface (A PI) that allows a programmer to
interpret a Web file that uses XML - that is, a Web file that describes a collection of data.
SAX is an alternative to using the DOM to interpret the XML file. As its name suggests, it's a simpler
interface than DOM and is appropriate where many or very large files are to be processed, but it contains

fewer capabilities for manipulating the data content.
18.

Define Document model.

Document model defines set of element names and attributes that can appear in XML document. It is also
called as Data model; it describes the logical structure of set of data. It speci ti es which information data set
contains in terms of fields, which data each fields can contain, and the relationship between fields and other
sets of data.
19.

List the technologies of Data Models. List out some SAX parser.

The technologies of Data Models: DTD, XOR Schema and XML schema. The SAX parser is XERCES from
apache XML project and JAXP from Sun Microsystems.

20.

What is XOR schema?

XML Data Reduced (X OR) is to describe the schema of an XML document. It describes the schema in
terms of both document content and types of content are contained in the document elements.

II
/t,.rlt ,1,r .~ur
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22.

e
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Why do I need SAX parser?
SAX is completel y free, so it can be embedded in a larger application without fees or even copyri ght notices
SAX is a event based APL
Some SAX parser can val idate a document against a OTO; validating parser can also tell you
where
validation has fai led.
Write the difference between DOM and SAX.
Document Object Model (DOM)
Simple API for XML (SAX)
DOM parser is a tree-based APL
SAX parser is a event-based API
A tree-based AP! is centered on a tree structure SAX parser does not create any internal
structure.
and therefore provides interfaces on components
of a tree.
Parses entire document
Parses until you tel l it to stop
Represents result as a tree
Fires event handlers for each: Start tag, Tag body and
Lets you search and modify tree
Good for reading data/configuration fi les

23.

24.

0

25.

e

End tag
Low level AP!s
Good for very large documents, especially if you only
care about very small portions of the document.

Mention the advantages of SAX parser.
SAX is an event based APL It provides framework for defining event listener or handler. SAX
is best
suitable for very large XML document , because instead of loading an entire document. Into memory
all at
once, SAX reads Document and notify the client program when element, text, comments are found.
What are the drawbacks of SAX parser? (Nov 2017)
✓ SAX parser is single pass, so
you can 't backup to earlier part of the document anymore than you can
backup from a serial data stream.
✓ SAX is read only parser. They do
not provide ability to manipulate a document or its structure.
✓ There is no formal specification for
SAX and no random access.
Differentiate JDOM and DOM interfaces.
Document Object Model (DOM)
Java Document Object Model (JDOM)
DOM is an interface-based APL
JDOM is a class-based APL
No classes available in DOM specification, only There are classes that encapsulate
documents,
interfaces are given.
elements, attributes , text and so on. This simplifies
usage by minimizing downcasts.
DOM is strict hierarchy based on a node, which No downcast involved. This leads
to improved
leads to lots of downcasts. Downcasts add performance.
complexity to source code and reduce
performance.
DOM parses XML by itself.
JDOM does not parse XML by itself; rather, it can
build JDOM objects from a DOM tree or a SAX
parser.
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26.

Define a XML parser. (Nov 2016)
s to
✓ It is a software library (or a package) that provides methods (or interfaces) for client application
work with XML documents
✓ It checks the well-formattedness and may validate the documents.
✓ It does a lot of other detailed things so that a client is shielded from those complexities.

27.

List out the properties of a Node object.
The properties of a Node object are nodeType, nodeName, parentNode, childNodes, previousSibling ,
nextSibling and attributes.
What is the difference between TreeWalker and Nodelterator interfaces?
The Tree Walker interface provides many of the same benefits as Nodelterator.
TreeWalker
Nodelterator
a tree-oriented view.
presents
Walker
Tree
Nodelterator presents a list-oriented view.
It allows you to move to the parent of a node, move to
It allows you to move forward and backward.
one of its children and move to a sibling and also
forward and backward movements.

28.

0

0
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UNIT -Ill/ PART-A
1. Define Servi ce Oriented Architecture. (May 2018)

0

Service Oriented Architecture is an architectural style that suppo
rts service-orientation. SOA is a
style of design that guides all aspects of creating and using
business services throughout their life
cycle. It allows different a lications to exchange data and artici
ate in business rocesses.
2. Defin e application architecture.
✓ Application architecture is to an application devel
opment team what a blueprint is to a team
of construction workers.
✓ Application architecture includes high-level abstra
ct, physical and logical representation of
the technical blueprint or common data models, communication
flow diagrams, applicationsecur
ity..:.._
requiremen
t----=-+-=-ts
and
aspec
- wide
--..:
ts
of
..__
infras
tructu
re. _ _ __ _
__
_
___:,__
_
___
3. List out the characteristics of contemporary SOA.
(Nov 2016 & Nov 2017)

_

_

---1

✓

Contemporary SOA increases quality of service.
✓ Contemporary SOA is fundamentally autonomou
s.
✓ Contemporary SOA is based on open standards.
✓ Contemporary SOA supports vendor diver
sity.
✓ Contemporary SOA promotes discovery.

4. Ment ion the concr ete characteristics of SOA. (May
2017)
✓

✓
✓

0

It is based on open standards.
It is architecturally composable.
It is capable of improving QoS.

5. List out some comm on principles of service orientation.
✓ Services are reusable.
✓ Services share a formal contract.
✓ Services are loosely coupled.
✓ Services abstract underlying logic.
✓ Services are composable.
✓ Services are autonomous
✓ Services are stateless.
✓ Services are discoverable.
6. Defin e Serv ice Prox y.
The service provider supplies a service proxy to the servic
e consumer. The service consumer
executes the request by calling an AP! function on the proxy
. It then formats the reque st message
and executes the request on behalf of the consumer. The servic
e proxy is a convenience entity for
the service consumer. It is not required; the service consu
mer developer could write the necessary
software for acces sing the service directly.
7. Defin e servi ce. How do servi ces comm unica te?
A servic e represents a logically grouped set of operations
capable of performing the related units of
work . Servi ces communicate via SOAP messages.
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8. Define enterprise architecture.
✓ Enterprise architecture specification to an organization like an urban plan to a city.

✓ A master specification is to be created, providing high-level overview of al I forms of
heterogeneity that exist within an enterprise.
✓ Enterprise architectures contain a long-term vision of how the organization plans to evolve
its technology and environments.
9. What do you meant by coarse grained services?

A service-based system controls the network access to the objects within the service through a set
of coarse-grained interfaces. A service implemented as objects has one or more coarse-grained
objects that act as distributed fm;ades. These objects are accessible over the network and provide
access to the internal object state from external consumers of the service.
10. How does SOA address the issues that arise in client-server architecture?
✓ Service oriented solutions eliminate dependencies on user environment by delegating all
processing to the server side.
✓ SOA establishes an adaptable and extensible architecture mode that allows solutions to be
enhanced with minimal impact. Services can encapsulate existing legacy logic providing a
standardized API that can plug into larger integrated solution.
11. How is SOA different from distributed internet architecture?
SOA introduces processing and security requirements that differ from distributed internet
architecture and SOA administration is typically more complex due to its reliance on messagebased communication.
12. Write the differences between service orientation and object orientation.
Service Orientation
Object Orientation

0

Emphasizes loose coupling between units of
processing logic (services).
Encourages coarse-grained interfaces so that
units of communication contain as much
information as possible for completion of a
given task.

Emphasizes tightly bound units of processing
logic (objects).
Supports fine-grained interfaces so that units of
communication perform various sized tasks.

13. What do you mean by the term "separation of concerns"?
This theory is based on the notion that it is beneficial to break down a large problem into a series of
individual concerns. This allows logic required to solve the problem to be decomposed into a
collection of smaller related pieces. Each piece of logic addresses a specific concern.
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15. List out the components SOA.

✓ SOA P messages- contains data for operation

✓ Web service operations-holds the logic required to process messages
✓ Web services- process ing logic, logically grouped set of operations
✓ Processes/ Activities - automation logic, large units of work that requires the completion of
smaller units of work.

16. How loose coupling concept achieved in SOA? (Nov 2016)
It is a condition wherein a service acquires knowledge of another service while still remaining
independent of that service. It is achieved through the use of service contracts that allow services.
17. What are the two types of autonomy?
i. Service level autonomy: Service boundaries are distinct from each other but the service may

0

share underlying resources. For e.g., a wrapper service that encapsulates a legacy environment that
is used independently from the service has service-level autonomy. It governs the legacy system
but shares resources with other legacy clients.
ii. Pure autonomy: The underlying logic is under complete control and ownership of the service.
This is the case when the underlying logic is built from the ground up in support of the service.
18. Define a process.

A process contains the business rules that determine which service operations are used to complete
a unit of automation. It represents a large piece of work that requires the completion of smaller
units of work.
19. What is a service contract?
Service contract provides a formal definition of
✓ Service endpoint
✓ Each service operation.
✓ Every input and output' message supported by each service operation.
✓ Rules and characteristics of the service and its operations.
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20. What does contemporary SOA represent?
An open, extensible, federated, composable architecture that promotes service-orientation and is
composed of autonomous, QoS-capable, vendor diverse, interoperable, discoverable and potentially
reusable services implemented as web services.
2 I. What are the characteristics of contemporary SOA that are not directly supported?
1. enterprise-wide loose coupling
2. support for service-oriented business modeling
3. organizational agility
4. layers of abstraction
22. Suggest steps for composing a preliminary SOA.
Step 1: Choose service layers
Step 2: Position core standards
Step 3: Choose SOA extensions
23. List out the principles that support others in SOA.

Principles, such as service reusability and service composability, benefit from the support of other
implemented principles. Principles, such as service loose coupling, service contract, and service
autonomy, provide significant support for the realization of other principles.

24. What are the characteristics of Web services that are in full alignment with the
corresponding principles of service-orientation?

Service abstraction, composability, loose coupling, and the need for service contracts are native
characteristics of Web services that are in full alignment with the corresponding principles of
service-orientation.

0

25. What are the benefits of SOA? (May 2017)
✓ Improved integration (and intrinsic interoperability)
✓ Inherent reuse
✓ Streamlined architectures and solutions
✓ Leveraging the legacy investment
✓ Establishing standardized XML data representation
✓ Focused investment on communications infrastructure
✓ "Best-of-breed" alternatives
✓ Organizational agility.

26. What does architecture refer to? Mention its types.
Architecture refers to systematic arrangement of computerized automation solutions which is
standardized definition of a baseline application that could act as a template for all others. Types:
Application architecture, Enterprise architecture and Service-oriented architecture.

27. Give examples of component based technologies.
Enterprise java beans(EJB), COM+ (or) DCOM,
CORBA and JAVA RMI.
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28. What is the role of proxy service and application integration service?
Proxy service simply provides auto generated WSDL definition that reflects web service interface
.
Application integration service is implemented as controller of other application services
to
coordinate with each other.
29. What is distributed architecture?
Distributed architecture is built upon component technology.it replace client and server software
's
are replaced with remote components. Communication between components is done by RPC
protocol
EG: CORSA , DCOM, EJB .etc
30. What is the difference between service activity and process?
Service activity
Process
Service activity is used to represent the Process is a static definition of interaction logic.
temporar y interaction of a group of web
services.
An activity is best compared to an instance of A group of services follow a particular path
a process.
through the process logic to complete a task.
31. Differentiate stateless and stateful service.
Stateful: A service is said to be stateful if it retains information between function calls.it
has
instance variables . E.g.: EJB stateful session bean and entity bean .
Stateless: A service is said to be stateless if it does not retain information between fun ction calls.
it
has no instance variables. E.g.: EJB stateless session beans.
32. List any four pitfalls of SOA. (Nov 2017)
✓ Building service-oriented architectures like traditional distribut ed architect
ures
✓ Not standardizing SOA
✓ Not creating a transition plan
✓ Not starting with an XML found ation architecture
✓ Not keepin g in touch with product platform s and standard s developm
ent
✓ Not understandin g Web services securit y
33. Define SOAP message. (May 2018)
Services communicate via SOAP messages . SOA P messages contain data for operation.
An
operation sends and recei ves SOAP messages in the foll ow ing fi gure.
operati on

S OAP
messag e

- - - - - - ~ 1 - - - - - --'11~-

-•- --- --~---- ----SOAP
messag e
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34. Write the IT centric entry points. (May 2018)
IT centric entry points to help the enterprise integrate the business-centric SOA entry points are as
follows:
Connectivity - underlying connectivity to enable business-centric SOA.
Reuse - create flexible service based business a lications.
35 . What is the responsibility of the service? (May 2018)
Service performs the user's tasks according to "principles or efficiency, justice, fairness and respect

of current social and cultural values". Online service providers such as Facebook, Google,
Microsoft and Twitter are expected to act as good citizens, by aligning their goals with the needs of

0

0

societies, supporting the rights of their users.
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Dc·finc SOAP.
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) An XML-based protoco l th at all ows web services and
clien ts to comm uni cate in a platform-independent mann er.
It gives set ol' rules fo r moving data directl y to th e rec ipient or through and intermed iate message
queue. SOA P uses common web protocol s like I ITTP, FT P and SMTP to enable communication
I across the web.
Sketch the anatomy oh SOAP message. (Nov 2016)
<?xml version =" 1.0"?,. .
<SOAP:Envelope xrnln s:SOA P="http://www.w3.o rg/200 I/ 12/SOAP-envelope"
SOA P:encodingSt ylc="hllp://www.w3.o rg/200 1/ 12/SOA P-encoding" >
<SOAP:! leader>
</SOA P:Header>
<SOA P:Bod y>
<SOAP:Fault>

4.

5.

</SOA P:Fault>
</SOAP:Body>
</SOAP: Envelope>
Mention the two SOAP message style.
RPC style message
✓ It was designed to replace proprietary RPC protocols.
✓ It maps root element of SOAP message with name of the function call.
Document style message
✓ SOA relies on this message to enable larger payloads and reduced message transmi ss ion
volumes between services.
✓ It maps root element of SOAP message with name of the class or interface.

Define WSDL.
Web Services Definition Language (WSDL) is the focal point of service design as it is used to
design the abstract and concrete definition of service interfaces. WSDL definition hosts multiple
child constructs assoc iated with abstract and concrete parts of the service description.
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Whut nrc the t" o type~ of WSl)L clc111c11t s? (Mt\\' 201 7)

I he l\\ O !) pc, or WS l)I ck 111 c111 , ore: nh, tnt l l dc, crirtion c111d co ncrete dc<,c ript1o n An
c~tnh li , ho thr i111c:r li1ce clwruu r.: ri ,1ic, of' the Wch <,c rvicc without an y
rcf(:rcncc lo th e tcc l111n log) 11 ~ed to ho~t or c11 nhk ;1 Weh , ervicc 111 trun , mil mc<,<,agc<, .
lk cau , c the ocrn tillll ur :-.r.:rv icc :1pplica ti on logic in volve, conirnunicati nn. th e ah <, trncl Wch
:-.crvicl· int erface 11ecd~ lo he con1H.:c1cd to a ph ) sical 1ra11 :-, port pro toco l. ·1hi " co nnec ti on i" de fin ed
in th e t·onat'f<' rlc.,cripriun porti on or th e WSl)L fil e. whi ch co nsists or three part": hindin g. port.
and ~crvice.
What is the us11gc of envelope clement in SOAP message structure'!
l:vc r) SO/\ P message is pac kaged in to a co ntainer called l~nve lopc . Th e enve lopl: i<i rc.., r on<i ib l<.:
j for housin g all parts of'the message.
_ _ __
Define .JAX-WS. (MAY 2017)
Java /\Pl for XML Web Services (J/\ X- WS ) is a techn ology for building web services and clients
that communicate usin g XM L. Ji\X -WS all ows de ve lopers to write message-oriented as ""ell as
RPC-oriented web services.
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -List out the building blocks of SOAP.
A SOAP message is an ordinary XML document containing the following clements:
✓ A required Envelope el ement that identifies the XML document as a SO/\P message
✓ i\n optional Header element that contains header information
✓ /\ required Body element that contains call and response information
✓ i\n optional Fault element that provides information about errors that occurred while
processing th e message.
What are the features of SOAP?
✓ SOAP is a communication protocol and does communication between applications
✓ SOAP is a format for sending messages
✓ SOAP is designed to communicate via Internet
✓ SOAP is platform and language independent
✓ SOAP is based on XML, simple and extensible
✓ SOAP allows you to get around firewalls
✓ SOAP will be developed as a W3C standard.
What is SOAP actor attributes?
A SOAP message may travel from a sender to a receiver by passing different endpoints along the
message path . Not all parts of the SOAP message may be intended for the ultimate endpoint of the
SOAP message but, instead, may be intended for one or more of the endpoints on the message path.
The SOAP actor attribute may be used to address the Header element to a particular endpoint.
List some other transport protocol like SOAP.
Tran sport protocol like SOAP is Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP) for Common Object
l{ equ est Broker Architecture (CORBA), Object Remote Procedure Call (OPRC) for Distributed
Component Object Model (DCOM) or RPM for RM I.
c1 h ,rroc1 rlt'.1cri11riu11
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10.
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What do you mean by UDDI? (May 2017 & Nov 2017)
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Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) is a platform-independent
framework
for describing services , discovering businesses, and integrating business services by
using Internet.
✓ UDDI is a directory service where businesses can register and search for Web services.
✓ UDO! is a directory for storing information about web services
✓ UDDI is a directory of web service interfaces described by WSDL
✓ UDDI communicates via SOAP.
✓ UDDI is built into the Microsoft .NET platform.
What are all the two SOAP design Patterns?
✓ Layers Pattern: the basis for the design of telecommunication infrastru
ctures such as

TCP/IP.

✓ Pipe and Filter Pattern: a stream of data

moving through a series of pipes and filters and
0 t"--: -:::--being
transformed from origin to destination.
1.~15.

-=--- ----- =---- :--:- ::--- --=-- ----- ----- ----- -- ----1
Write syntax rules of SOAP.
✓ A SOAP message MUST be encoded using XML
✓

16.

A SOAP message MUST use the SOAP Envelope namespace
✓ A SOAP message MUST use the SOAP Encoding namespace
✓ A SOAP message must NOT contain a OTO reference
✓ A SOAP message must NOT contain XML Processing Instructions.

What is SOAP - HTTP binding?

A SOAP method is an HTTP request/response that complies with the SOAP encodin
g rules.
HTTP + XML= SOAP
A SOAP request could be an HTTP POST or an HTTP GET request. The HTTP
POST request
specifies at least two HTTP headers: Content-Type and Content-Length.

17.

0

Mention the parts of SOAP faults.

If a Fault element is present , it must appear as a child element of the Body element
.
A Fault element can appear once in a SOAP message. The parts of SOAP faults are
i) Faultcode ii) faultstring iii) detail.
L..____j~---=----=-:::..=...:..::__:_:____:___ _____'
.:'.~ ~ - - - : - : : - - - : : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
What is WS-Transaction specification?
18.
The WS-Transaction specification is an activity of the Web Service Interoperability
Organization
(WS-1 Organization) which is an industry-wide effort at standardizing how Web
services are
requested and delivered.
Mentio n the parts of SOAP faults.
19.
If a Fault element is present , it must appear as a child element of the Body element
.
A Fault element can appear once in a SOAP message. The parts of SOAP faults are
i) Faultcode ii) faultstring iii) detail.
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Draw basic structure of UDDI with its elements
.
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What is WS-Transaction specification?
The WS-Transaction specification is an activity
of the Web Service Interoperability Organization
(WS-I Organization) which is an industry-wide
effort at standardizing how Web services are
requested and delivered.
22.
Define orchestration.
Web service orchestration is the direction of spec
ific web service business processes by a central
controller.
The controller coordinates asynchronous inter
actions, flow control, business transaction
management and business process monitoring.
Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is
used to define a visual representation of the flow
and Business Process Execution Language (BPE
L) is used to write the code that executes the
services .
l-----+----------------23.
What are RPC and DCOM?
-----1
Remote Procedure Call (PRC) is C based and it
has structured programming semantics and RMI
is
a Java based technology and it's object oriented.
With RPC you can just call remote functions
exported into a server, in RMI you can have
references to remote objects and invoke their meth
ods.
It passes and return more remote object refer
ences that can be distributed among many JVM
instances
Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM)
is based on the COM , which provides a set of
interfaces allowing clients and servers to commun
icate within the same computer.
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Write the examples of the design standards provided by WS-1 Basic Profile.
✓ SOAP envelopes cannot contain Document Type Declarations or processing instructions.
✓ The use of the SOAP encoding Style attribute within SOAP envelopes is highly
discouraged.
✓ Required SOAP header blocks must be checked prior to proceeding with the processing of
other header blocks and the message contents.
✓ When a WSDL pati construct (within the message construct) uses the element attribute, it
must reference a global element declaration.
✓ The sequence of elements within the SOAP Body construct must be identical to the
sequence established in the corresponding WSDL parts construct.
✓ The WSDL binding element can only use the WSDL SOAP binding.
List the layers of abstraction identified for SOA.
✓ The application service layer
✓ The business service layer
✓ The orchestration service layer.
What is RMI?
The Remote Method Invocation (RMI) is a Java API that performs remote method invocation, the
object-oriented equivalent of remote procedure calls (RPC), with support for direct transfer
of serializedJava classes and distributed garbage collection.
What are HOP and CORBA?
Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP) is a protocol that makes it possible for distributed programs
written in different programming languages to communicate over the Internet. IIOP is a critical part
of a strategic industry standard, the CORBA.
Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORSA) is an architecture and specification for
creating, distributing, and managing distributed program objects in a network.
It allows programs at different locations and developed by different vendors to communicate in a
network through an "interface broker."
CORBA was developed by a consortium of vendors through the Object Management Group
(OMG), which currently includes over 500 member companies.
(Nov 2016)
List out some primitive MEPs.
a.Request-response Message Exchange Patterns (MEPs):

This is the most popular MEP in use among distributed application environments and the
one pattern that defines synchronous communication.
✓ It establishes a simple exchange in which a message is first transmitted from a source
(service requestor) to a destination (service provider).
✓ Upon receiving the message, the destination (service provider) then responds with a
message back to the source (service requestor).
b.Fire-andjorget MEP: This simple asynchronous pattern is based on the unidirectional
transmission of messages from a source to one or more destinations.
✓

0

0
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What are the standards that web service depends on? (May 2017)
When the initial set of Web services standards emerged, locating the latest versions of known
service descriptions and discovering new Web services that meet certain criteria was taken into
account. So UDDI is formed as part of the first generation of Web services standards.
When to use business activities and when to use atomic transactions?
If transaction time for your WS coordination is about few seconds to few minutes use atomic
transaction. If transaction to WS coordination is about an hour, days and weeks to complete a task
use business transactions.

Mention the companies and software makes use of web services.
Amazon, Google, eBay, PayPal and many others make their server-side applications available to
partners via web services. By using web services, companies can spend less time developing new
applications and can create innovative new applications.
Net beans 5.5.1 enables ro rammers to" ublish"_::_::___:__
and/or "consume"
web
services.
t-----t---------.:..~____:___:___:___:___i:_...::.:.....:._~_
__
_
_ _ _ _- - - j
32.
List the protocols supported by business activities.
✓ The business agreement with participant completion protocol
✓ The business agreement with coordinator completion protocol
33.
List all the fundamental services roles.
SOAP Sender: ASOAP node that transmits a message.
SOAP Receiver: A SOAP node that receives a message.
SOAP Intermediary: SOAP that transmits and receives a message and optionally processes the
message prior to transmission.
Initial SOAP Sender: The first SOAP node that transmits a message.
Ultimate SOAP Receiver: The last SOAP node that receives a message.
34.
Compare Atomic transactions and business transactions.
Atomic transactions
Business transactions
It manages complex short running business It manages complex long-running service
activities, it transaction can take about few activities, which can take hours, days and even
weeks to complete the task.
seconds to few minutes.
It offers rollback facilities for unsuccessful It does not offer rollback facilities for the
unsuccessful transactions instead it offers an
transactions.
alternate compensation plan, incase of failure.
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Draw the diagra m of first genera tion web servic e archit ecture .

aervk:e
registry

discover
and retrieve

WSOL

service
proyidi'lf

ex.change SOAP
messa ges

36.

List the protocol supported by WS transactions?
A completion protocol: it is used to initiate the commit or abort states
of the transaction
The durable 2PC protocol: only the services that representing perman

ent data repositories can

register with this protocol.

The volatile 2PC protocol: only the services that deals with non- persist
ent data can register with

this protocol.

37.

D38.

What do you mean by WS-CDL?

Web Service-Choreography Description Language is one of the several specifi
cations that attempts
to organize information exchange between multiple orchestrations.
WS-CDL is a industr s ecification that standardizes chorea raphy.
What is the core specifications associated with service design?

defines types
and payload
ltr\Jcture for

defines
types for
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Write th e cliffcrcncc h(•tween Orchestration and Choreogra phy. _ _
Orchcst_ration
.
Cl_wreogr~tphy .
.
.
II helps 10 cont ro l business process ll ow of It all ows co llaborati on and 111tegrat1 on ol multiple
co mpk:-. ac ti vities within the orga ni zati on. but services from different organizati ons th at need to
docs 11 0 1 support co ll aborati on between work together to achi eve a common goa l.
se rvices runnin g in different organi zati on.
II expresses orga nizati on-specifi e business It is not owned by a sin gle organi zati on.
workfl ow.
-/\ sin gle organi zati on owns and control s the No sin gle organi zation owns or control s the logic
logic behind an orchestral ion.
behind choreogra phy.
Com pare activi ty and Orchestration.
Activit y
Orchestration
It can be appli ed to any logica l unit of work The scope of a single orchestrat ion can be
completed by a servi ce-ori ented solution.
class ified as a co mplex and lon g-running activity.
What arc the two web service design classifications?
Temporar y classificati on: It relate to ro les assumed by a service at runtim e.
Perm anent class ification : It is based on service model.
Differentiate document sty le SOAP messages and document centric XML documents.
Docum ent centri c XML docum ents refer to pub lished document s represented by XML whereas
document style SOAP messages contain application data.
What is service activity?
The interaction of a group of se rvi ces working together to complete a task can be referred to as
service activity.
List the types of intermediaries.
Forwarding/ Passive intermediaries: It is respon sib le for relaying the contents of a message to a
subsequ ent SOAP node, without modifying the content of SOAP message.
Active intermediaries: The intermediary will process and alter header block information relating
to th e forward ing logic it is executing . It can alter existing header blocks, insert new ones and
exec ute a variety of supporting actions. For e.g., it will remove a header block it has processed .
State the characteristics of orchestration service layer. (May 2018)
The orch estration service layer introduces a parent level of abstraction that relieves the need for
oth er services to manage interaction details required to ensure that service operations are executed
in a specifi c sequence. The orchestration service layer consists of one or process services that
compose business and application services according to business rules and business
lo gic
embedded within process definiti ons.
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Mention the three types of choreography. (May 2018)
I Chor;~~aphy i

Variable Type

iIn an Abstract Choreography,the Variable Type is described by
, Aunique identifier,eg aURI,that identifies the variable fype and
Abstract

, Asemantic definition that explains the purpose of the variable fype and ou!lines its content.
No detail is provided of the actual fype,e.g.XSD definitions
i In aPortable Choreography the Variable Type extends the Abslracl Variable Type by defining its XML Schema Type.Note that this may be simple or complex
Idepending on !he need.
!lln aConcrele Choreography,Variable Type is defined in the same way as for aPortable Choreography
1

Portable
IConcrete
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31 Define ASP.NET Web Forms. (May 2018)

Web Forms and ASP.NET were created to overcome some of the limitations of ASP. These new

strengths include:

Separation of HTML interface from application logic
A rich set of server-side controls that can detect the browser and send out appropriate

markup language such as HTML
Less code to write due to the data binding capabilities of the new server-side .NET controls

Event-based programming model that is familiar to Microsoft Visual Basic® programmers
Compiled code and support for multiple languages, as opposed to ASP which was
interpreted as Microsoft Visual Basic Seripting (VBScript) or Microsoft Jseript.
Allows third parties to create controls that provide additional functionality.
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